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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a compact boundaryless Riemannian manifold X there is a Poisson-type 
summation formula which relates the Iength spectrum of X and the eigenvalues 
of the Laplace operator. If all closed geodesics are simple and their Maslov 
indices are zero the formuIa says: 
c cm (h)“‘t = 2 ; I yy; ,l,lS(t - TJ $ R (1.1) 
liGpecd Y 
for E > 0. The sum on the right is over all closed geodesics, y; T, is the period 
of y, T,,* the primitive period of y, P, the Poincare map around y and R is in&, , 
The formula says that the distributional function of t defined by the sum on the 
left is equal to the sum on the right module locally I;,-summable functions, 
[3] and [4]. 
Suppose now that X is with boundary. Let A, , A, ,.,. be the eigenvalues for 
the boundary problem 
AU = hi=, &4/& = Ku on 8X, (1.2) 
K being a smooth real-valued function on the boundary (the “elasticity”). 
We ask: is there a formula analogous to (1.1) for C cos(A$& ? Before we attempt 
to answer this question we shall point out some complications caused by the 
presence of a boundary. For manifoIds without boundary the fact that the 
geodesics are all simple implies that the sum on the right in (1.2) is locally finite. 
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For manifolds with boundary this need no longer be true: By a closed geodesic 
on a manifold with boundary we mean, of course, a closed geodesic which is a 
finite sum of reflections (e.g., Fig. 1.) We will say that a closed geodesic y  is 
simple if the Poincare map P,, (to be defined below) does not have one as an 
eigenvalue. It can happen that all geodesics, y, on X of the type depicted in 
Figure I are simple and yet the set of lengths, 1 y  [, has a point of accumulation. 
The simplest example is the perimeter of a convex region in R”; such a region 
can always be approximated by a sequence of polygons as in Fig. 1.2. 
sfage 3 stage 6 
FIGCHII 1.2 
stoge 3n 
The limiting curve y  in Fig. 1.2 is called a gliding ray. More generally a gliding 
ray can look as in Fig. 1.3, i.e., consisting of segments which are geodesic arcs 
in the boundary and of segments which are sums of reflections, making second 
order contact with the boundary at the ends (see Fig. 1.3). I f  8X is geodesically 
convex, Fig. 1.3 cannot occur; gliding rays lie entirely in the boundary. 
& 
FI.~XJRE 1.3 
The figures above suggest the following naive conjecture: providing 3X is 
geodesically convex the accumulation points of the length spectrum of X are the 
points in the length spectrum of 8X. This conjecture is not quite true; however it 
is true that gliding rays make a contribution to the left hand side of (1 .I). Using 
the methods of [I] the following result is easily established. 
THEOREM. Let X be a compact Riemannian manifold with a geodesically 
convex boundary. Then the sum on the left hand side of (1.1) is well-defiaed as a 
d~stuibutzt7nalfunction oft. Moreover, if T > 0 is in its (P) singular support there 
exists a closed geodesic of period T on X which is either a gliding ray OY the sum of 
reflections. 
607i3zi3-3 
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The theorem below which will be proved in Section 5 is a refinement of the 
more trivial part of this result. 
THEOREM 1. If T is in the singular support of the distribution on Uze left hand, 
side of (I .l), asd the only closed geodesics, y, of period 7’ are the sums of re$ections, 
are simple in the sense described above and have Maslow indices or; then for t near T, 
(1.1) is equal to the realpart of 
& ioy T?J# (I- p, lY2 (t - T + Oi)-1 + q,, . (l-3) 
Note: The PoincarC map, P, , for a closed geodesic which is a sum of reflections 
will be defined in Section 3. Concerning Maslov indices, see the remarks at the 
end of Section 5. 
For the DirichIet spectrum 
du = xiu, u=Oon 
the same result is true with a slight modification: 
THEOREM 2. For the e&nvaiue problem (1.3) 
equal to the real part of 
2X (1.3) 
the Zeft hand side of (1.1) is 
near T, where NY is the number of rimes y  is reflected at the boundary. 
We will also prove a result which has no analogue for the boundaryless case. 
THEOREM 3. Assume there is only one closed geodesic of period T and that it is 
simple and is a sum of reflections. Let x1 ,,.., xN be the points of rejection on this 
geodesic and 0, the angle that the incident segment of the geodesic at xi makes with 
the normal. Then the sum 
is determinable from the folIowing spectral data: The spectrum (1.2) and the 
spectrum (1.2) with K = 0. 
Finally, we point out that just as in the boundaryless case the theorems above, 
or rather modifications of them, are true when the closed geodesics are no Ionger 
simple but form “clean” submanifolds of loop space in the sense of Morse 
theory. 
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A word about the organization of this paper: In Section 2 we review material 
on the solution of initial value problems, using F.I.O. techniques, (most of 
which is implicit in Duistermaat-HiSrmander IS].) In Section 3 we discuss 
Chazarain’s work [2] on the Cauchy problem for manifolds with boundary, 
adding some details of our own on mixed boundary conditions; and in Section 4 
we compute the symbols of certain F.I.O.‘s considered by Chazarain. Finally the 
proofs of our main results are given in Section 5. 
2. FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATORS AND INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
The idea behind the proof of Theorem 1 is to construct rather explicitly a 
fundamental solution of the mixed boundary problem 
a2u/i?t2 = Au on Y = Lit i: X, au/an = Ku on 3Y == R ji 3X, PJ) 
with initial data U(X, 0) = 8(x - x0) and (&/al)(x, 0) = 0. Call this fundamental 
solution u(x, x0, t), and consider d as an operator on the pre-Hilbert space 
of Cm functions which satisfy the boundary condition above. Let A’ be its self- 
adjoint completion. Then U(X, y, 1) is the Schwartz kernel of the operator 
~os(A’)l/~t:~ so formally we have 
C 
--I\6SPW2d 
cos (h)*/*t = trace cos (d’)l12t 3;: 1; zI(x, ,y, 1) dx. 
To evaluate the right hand side we must solve the equation (2.1). We wil1 do 
so using a construction due to Chazarain. This construction works whenever 
x0 is an interior point of X, but it breaks down at the boundary. Fortunately it 
breaks down microlocally at the boundary only in directions corresponding tog&ding 
ru_ys. The results of El] tell us that singularities in these directions are constrained 
to stay on the gliding rays; so even at the boundary Chazarain’s construction 
gives us a solution of (2.1) microlocally, providing we stay away from these 
troublesome directions. 
We will begin our exposition of Chazarain’s results with a few preliminaries 
about canonical relations in the spirit of Chapter 4 of Htirmander, [q. Let Y be a 
manifold which is boundaryless but not necessarily compact. Let P(y, B) be a 
partial differential operator on Y with real leading symboI, p. We will assume 
that P has simple characteristics in the sense of Duistermaat-Hijrmander, [5]: 
namely, the Hamilton vector field H, never points in the direction of the cone 
axis. Let S be a non-characteristic hypersurface in Y such that dp 1 T(T-IS) # 0, 
where QT: T*Y - Y is the projection. We will say that S is non-glancing if the 
1 Note that cos is an even function; so ~os(d’)‘/~t does not really involve the square root. 
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following condition holds for every s E S and every q E T$Y with p(s, 7) = 0: 
the projection on Y of the nuZZ-bicharacteristic through (s, 9) is not tangent to S at s. 
The condition of non-glancing can also be formulated somewhat differently. Let 
JY = {(y, 7)~ T*Y - O>P(Y, 7) = 01 (2.2) 
and let ES be the set of points in Z of the form ( y, 7) with y E S. Consider the 
map 
.ZS+T*S-0 (2.3) 
which maps ( y, 7) into (y, 77 1 TJ). We note: 
LEMMA 2.1. S is non-gZancing ;f and only ;f  (2.3) is locally a diffeomorphism. 
Proof. Introduce coordinates y1 ,..., yn in Y such that S is locally defined 
by the equation yn = 0. Since H, = (@‘pj&~~)(8/8y,J + ‘*., the condition of 
non-glancing is 
3P - # 0. 
a% 
Hence, by the implicit function theorem, p( y, q1 ,,.., 7,) = 0 is locally solvable 
for 7pa near a given zero (ye, ve). Thus (2.3) has a 1ocaI inverse near any such 
( ys , TV). ConverseIy, sincep 1 n-i(S) is non-stationary at p = 0, either d, p = 0 
or 4, l,...,,-l)p # 0 any, =p = 0 and (2.3) can only be a diffeomorphism if 
ap/a%a + 0. Q.E.D. 
Consider the subset C, of (T*S - 0) x (T*Y - 0) defined by: ($, E, y, v) E 
C 9 3y E TfY and t E R such that 
and 
We will prove 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If S is non-glancing, C is an (imnmersed) cunonicul submanifold 
of (T*S - 0) x (T*Y - 0). Moreover, the projection of C on T*S - 0 is a 
submersion and the projection on T*Y - 0 is locally a difleomorphism onto 2. 
Proof, Let p: T*S - 0 + ES be a (local) inverse of (2.3). Let 
+(T*S-0) x [w-t T*Y-0 
be the map which sends (s, 6, t) onto (exp ~H,)(p(s, 0). We will first of all show 
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that 4 is an immersion. When t .= 0, 4 maps T*S - 0 diffeomorphically into 
SS and maps al& onto Jf*. Since H, is not tangent to ZS, d$ is injective when 
t = 0. On the other hand for arbitrary t and t, , we have 
so if d$ is injective for any f, , it is injective everywhere and 4 is thercfore an 
immersion. 
Now consider the map 
p: (T*s - 0) x R + (T*S - 0) x T*Y - 0 (2.5) 
defined by ,8(s, 6, t) = ((s, 61, q5(s, f,  t)). We will show that its image is an 
immersed canonical submanifold of (T*S ~ 0) x (T*Y - 0). By (2.4) it is 
enough to verify this at t = 0. Let as and clY be the canonical symplectic one- 
forms on T*S and T*Y respectively. Let us also continue to denote by tis 
and tiy these one-forms lifted up to the product space T*S x T* Y. A canonical 
submanifold of T*S >i T*Y is a Lagrangian submanifold with respect to the 
symplectic strudture defined by a: s - a,; therefore, we must show that XY~ - iyr 
vanishes on the image of dp at each point (s, E, 0) of (T*S - 0) x R. First let 
us check this for the vector a/Ft. Since (8,9)(Zjar) = (0, H,), (as ~ c+)(d/$(ajZt) 1 
-r~r(H~) = p = 0 as we are at a point on the dharacteristic variety. Next let 71 
be tangent to T*S at (s, 6, 0) and let V’ E T,S be the projection of v  in S. Let 
(s, 7) be the point on T‘S corresponding to (s, 4) under (2.3). By definition 
and, similarly, my , evaluated on the image of ‘u with respect to #, is (u’, 7), 
Since 2: is tangent to S and 7’ 1 T,S 7 t, (o’, q} y  (u’, t:\. This concludes our 
proof that CL~ - q vanishes on the image of dp. 
So far, we have shown that p is a Lagrangian immersion. The construction of 
b involved the choice of a local inverse of (2.3). It is clear that every point of C 
is in the range of some B corresponding to the choice of some local inverse of 
(2.3); so the first part of Proposition 2.2 is proved. The rest is easy and will be 
left to the reader. QED. 
From now on we will suppose that C is an inabedded canonical submanifold of 
(T*S - 0) x (T”Y - 0). w e will also suppose that the map (2.3), which we 
already know to be a covering map, is a diffeomorphissm on each connected 
component of 25’. Therefore if we write ZS as a disjoint union of its connected 
components: 
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then for each i we get a diffeomorphism 
pi: T*S - 0 + (ZS$ (2.6) 
and a corresponding Lagrangian imbedding 
pi: (T*S - 0) x R + (T*S - 0) x (T*Y ~ 0) (2.7) 
as in (2.5). If Ci is the image of ,Bi we have 
c = c, u c, u ‘W’ u CN (disjoint union). 
We will call the Ci’s the modes of propagation associated with S. We shall also 
assume, for the moment, that C, n (T*S x T*Y 1 S) = (T*S - 0) x (L’S), , 
i.e., a non-return condition on the bicharacteristics. If P(y, D) is a hyperbolic 
operator the number of modes of propagation is equal to the order of P; otherwise 
it can be less. We will now show: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. There exists an operator 
R$ Corn(S) - C”(Y) 
such that PR, is smoothing and isRi = IdentSty where is: S + Y is the inclusion 
map. The Schwartz kernel, Ri( y, s), of Ri belongs to the space I .Ii4( Y x S, CJ. 
(For notation, see HCirmander 161, Chapter 3.) 
Proof- The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 5.3.2 in 
Duistermaat-Hormander [5]. The idea is to represent Cd as the image of the 
imbedding (2.7): 
,Re: (T*S - 0) x [w - (T*S ~ 0) x T*Y - 0. 
The transport equation, pulled back to (T*S - 0) x R, has the simple form 
(a/at) + zeroth order part. 
The leading symbol of R, satisfies the homogeneous transport equation and 
its value at 1 = 0 is determined by the condition E’ZR, = Identity. The lower 
order symbols satisfy inhomogeneous transport equations and can be determined 
inductively exactly as in the proof of (lot. tit) Theorem 5.3.2. We leave details 
to the reader. 
Now Iet S’ be another non-glancing hypersurface in Y, let is,: S’ -+ Y be its 
inclusion map and let rs, be the conormal bundle of graph i,* in T*S x T* Y - 0. 
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It will be helpful in what follows to think of r,, and the Ci’s as relations in 
T*S’ x T*Y in the set-theoretic sense, i.e., as not necessarily one-one corre- 
spondences between points of T*S and points of T*Y, Let &r be the inverse 
relation: (s’, [‘, y’, 7’) E r,, = ( y’, y’, s’, E’) E F;t. We will prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. I’i? 0 C is a canoGca1 relation and is in fact locally a 
canonical graph. 
Proof. Consider the map 
C >i: i-i1 -+ T*Y J T*Y (2.8) 
which maps ((s, t, Y, ~1, (Y', T', s', 6')) onto ( y, 3, y’, 7’). The image is ,E’ x 
(T*Y 1 S’ - 0); and by Proposition 2.2 the map onto its image is a submersion. 
Therefore this map is transversal to the diagonal in E x (T*Y 1 S’ - 0) and 
intersects the diagonal “cleanly ” in (T*Y - 0) X (T*Y - 0). It follows from 
the clean intersection theorem of [4], Section 5 that F;? o C is a canonical 
relation. To show that it is locally a canonical graph, let (s, 6) be any point of 
T*S - 0, let ($, 7) be the corresponding point on ES and suppose the curve 
~(4 = (exp &Jts7 7) in ersects t ZS’ at (s’, 7’). Since the projection of y(t) on 
1’ intersects S’ transversally at s’ it follows that for every point (si , Q) near 
(s, 71) the bicharacteristic through (s; , 7;) intersects ES in a unique point 
(sr , Q) near ($‘, q’). This shows that Q,’ 0 C is locally the graph of a map. 
Arguing backwards one concludes the same about its inverse. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let is,: S’ --+ Y be the inclusion map and let Ri be as in 
Proposition 2.3. Then (i,,)*R, is a zeroth order Fourier integral opmator associated 
with the canonical relation r,;’ 0 C; a 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the clean intersection theorem for 
F.I.O.‘s (Section 5 of [4]). 
Remark. Notice that Rii is of order -:- but i$Ri is only of order zero. This 
is due to the fact that the intersection of the map (2.8) with the diagonal is not a 
transversal intersection but only a clean intersection. 
Let us now suppose that &A o Ci is globally the graph of a canonical trans- 
formation, Geometrically this means that for every point (s, 7) E (XS)i the 
bicharacteristic curve issuing from s in the direction 77 intersects S’ at a singEe 
point. It also means that the curve t + (esp tH,)(s, 7) intersects SS’ in a single 
point. Note that for all (s, 7) E (SQ these curves will intersect (ES’) in a fixed 
connected component (ZS’)j _ Therefore we can think of the ith mode of 
propagation of S as being paired with thejth mode of propagation of S’. We will 
need in Section 3 the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Givela a pselcdodiffeerential operator Q 7 Q( y, D) OIE Y, 
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there exists apseudodiffeere&aE operator Qi on S’ such that (i,f)*QR, = Qi(isg)*Ri . 
Moreooer u(QJ = (pi)*@) where pj : T*S’ - 0 + (ZS’)j is the map (2.4). 
Proof. (i,*)*QR, and (is,)*R, are both Fourier integral operators associated 
with the canonica1 graph p,;’ 0 C, and the second of these operators is elhptic; 
so there exists a Qd with the property above. The assertion about the symbols 
follows from standard facts about the symbols of composite F.I.O.‘s, and the 
convention on indices above. QED. 
If there are points of glancing on S and S’, microlocal analogues of the results 
above are stiI1 true away from these glancing points. Let (JX)reg be the set of 
non-glancing points in ES. The map 
(z,qreg - T*S - 0 W) 
is, as before, a local diffeomorphism. Let e be an open conical subset of T*S - 0 
whose preimage, U, in ZSis contained in (,ZS)‘eg. We will assume that (2.9) maps 
each connected component of U diffeomorphically onto 9. Let 
be the decomposition of U into its connected components. Let 
and let 
be the decomposition of Co corresponding to the decomposition of U. We will 
assume each CUi is an imbedded Lagrangian submanifold of (T*S - 0) x 
(T*Y - 0). The microlocal version of Proposition 2.3 is: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If@ satisfies the non-return condition C,( n ((T*S - 0) x 
(T*Y 1 S - 0)) = 0 x Ui and & C e! there exists an operator Rv,: Corn(S) + 
C-(X) such that PRui is smoothing and such that for every pseudo-differential 
operator Q(s, D) on S evith wavefront set contained in 0, 
module smoothing operators. The Schwartz kernel Ri( y, s) of R,+ is contained in 
I-lqY x s, C,*). 
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.3; so we will omit it. 
Proposition 2.4 and its corohary have the following microlocal analogue, with 
proof as before. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. Let I: be as in the preceding proposition. Assume no bi- 
characteristic emanating from a point of U is tangent to S’. Then r;! o C,, is 
’ locally u canonical graph and i:.Ruz is un F.I.O. associated with this graph. 
Similarly, Proposition 2.6 extends to show the existence of pseudodifferential 
operators Qi , on S’, such that 
(is,)*QRjd -. ~i(iS~)*RifZ (2.10) 
whenever A, a pseudodifferential operator on S’, has WY(A) C f. 
Finally in this section we consider the situation in which S’ does not satisfy 
the non-return condition. Suppose that c C T”S’ - 0, L: C (ZS’)‘eg are as 
above that for each i, 
Cui n ((T*S' ~ 0) x (7'*2' 1 S' ~ 0)) -= (li: x 7Ti) u (0; " U;) (2.1 I) 
where 0; C T’S’ - 0, 7.‘; C (XS’)reg is its preimage and fli n fi’i :-: 0. Thus, 
whilst C,, returns to S’ it does not do so near 0 and moreover the relation 
induced oh fi’i x fl’i is locally the graph of a diffeomorphism. Cooresponding to 
Propositions 2.3 and 2.7 we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.9. if 6 C T*,Y - 0 is as above, there exists an operator R;,: 
P‘(F) + P(Y) such that PR;, is smoothing and such that if AI is a pseudd- 
dtzerential operator on Y with KY’(M) n Lri rz :5 , and WF’(Id - A’) n Ui = z 
then for every pseudodifferential operator Q on S’, with WF’(Q) C fi, 
One easily verifies the analogues of Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 and 
Proposition 2.8, nameIy: 
PROPOSITION 2.10. With 0, U as above, 
ril( Cut n (T*S’ x u;)) 
is locally the graph uf a canonical relation and (i,,)*(Id - M) XL,, is a Fourier 
integral operator associated with it. 
Proposition 2.6 extends to the new situation much as before; except that the 
pseudodifferential operators Q; on S’ are required to satisfy 
(is~)*QJfR,/ = Q:(i,,)*MRb+A (2.12) 
whenever ICI is as above and WF’(A) C 8. 
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3. CHAZARAIN'S FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 
Following Chazarain we will show that the fundamental solution of the wave 
equation (2.1) can be obtained by an infinite number of iterations of the con- 
structions discussed in the preceding section. Though this sounds formidable, 
each step in the iteration turns out to be well-motivated from the point of view of 
geometric optics. We will describe with some care the first and second steps 
then give cursory indications of how the remaining ones go. We can assume 
without loss of generality that X is contained in a compact Riemannian manifoId, 
2, of the same dimension as X and without boundary. We can also assume that, 
for any fixed T > 0, 2 has the following property: 
Property (T): No geodesic issuing from X in a non-tangential direction 
returns to X is a time less than T. 
As a first, trivial, application of the results of Section 2 we will construct a 
fundamental solution of the Cauchy problem 
Pu/8t2 = Au, 24(x, 0) = 8(x - x0), (au/at)(x, 0) = 0 (3.1) 
on x, This turns out to be an easy application of Proposition 2.3, with the 
following data: Y = 2 x iw, P = (i?/@) - d and S = X x (0). S is obviousIy 
non-glancing.2 There are two modes of propagation associated with S. (See 
Fig. 3.1.) We shall let C, be the mode on which r > 0, Cs that on which 
T < 0. (Figure 3.1) is a picture of the fibering (2.3) at a point (x, 0) of X x (01.) 
Let R, and R, be the fundamental solutions of the wave equation associated with 
these two modes of propagation. We will prove: 
c2 
FEURE 3.1 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (R, + R,)/2 is the fundamental solution of (3.1) mod&o 
smoothing operators. 
a Think of S as a space-like surface in space-time and bicharacteristics as light rays. 
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Proof. Let Pr = (Z/at) - (O)rfi and Pz = (a/%) + (A)‘/‘. Ry Proposition 2.3, 
PR, := P,P,Ri is smoothing. However, by Figure I, u(PJ is zero on C, and 
o(Pz) zero on C, so P,R, and P,R, are smoothing by Proposition 2.3 and Proposi- 
tion 25.3 of [4-j, Section 2.5. Hence 
R, = &l)“*t( A)“* and 
modulo smoothing operators; and 
(RI i- RJ2 = cos TV/* 
module smoothing operators. Q.E.D. 
Since the Cauchy problem (3.1) . is well-posed with smooth initial data we can 
get rid of the smoothing term above. We will henceforth assume 
(R, + RJ2 = cos (d)W. 
Yroblem3.1 is, of course, not the problem we set out to solve. We note, however, 
that it does solve our problem for a small interval of time, providing our initial 
data are contained in Int X and have support bounded away from the boundary. 
To be more specific let U be an open relatively compact subset of Int X and 
Iet T1 be the distance from U to the boundary. It follows from standard facts 
about domains of dependence for hyperbolic equations that if fE Cam(U) then 
(cos fAll”)fis supported in Int Xfor 0 < t < T, , Therefore it trivially satisfies 
the boundary condition (2.1). 
Let y(l) bc a broken geodesic in X which is a sum of reflections and has y(O) E 
U. Suppose that the ith reflection occurs at time t = T&). Let Ti = inf,, T&V). 
Our goal is to show how the fundamental solution above can be extended induc- 
tivcly from the interval 0 .c< t < TimI to the interval 0 5: t < T,: . We will 
concentrate mainly on the first step in this induction, that is, extending the 
fundamental solution from 0 -:< t < Tl to 0 < t < T, . We will assume the 
manifold Y? has property (T) with T > T9 . Our construction will be a straight- 
forward application of the techniques of Section 2 with the data: I’ = B x R, 
P = (?/al’) - d, S ~7 U x (0) and S’ = PX x (0, T,). Since axisgeodesically 
convex every geodesic issuing from U intersects 8-Y transversally; and, because 
of property (T) it intersects it at most once in the time interval 0 -< t < T, . 
Therefore, the hypotheses of Proposition (2.4) are satisfied, and r.;’ 0 Ci is the 
graph of a canonical transformation: 
By the corollary to Proposition 2.4 (is,)*& is a Fourier integral operator whose 
underlying canonical transformation is #z . The image of $I is contained in the 
set of nonglancing points. Let D be a conic neighborhood of this image whose 
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closure is still contained in the set of nonglancing points. Let A be a zeroth order 
pseudodifferential operator on s’ such that A - I is of order --co on the image 
of & and A is of order - CC outside of 0. Let R; , i = 1,2 be the two Fourier 
integral operators associated with the two modes of propagation of S’. We recall 
(Proposition 2.8) that Rj has the properties 
and 
PR; = 0 module smoothing 
i$RiA = 0 modulo smoothing. 
There are two modes; we will assume our indices are so chosen that a bicharac- 
teristic joining a point of T*S - 0 to a point of T*S’ - 0 belongs to the 1st 
(respectively 2nd) mode of propagation of 5” if it belongs to the 2nd (respectively 
1 st) mode of propagation of S. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exist zeroth order pseudodz~ere-ntial operators Bi 
on S’ with the property that 
R;B,(is,)*Rli + R< (3.3) 
satisfies the boundary conditions (2. l), mod& smoothing operators, on the interval 
0 < t < T2. 
Proof. Note that the first term in (3.3) makes sense because we can write it as 
Rgl,A)(i,,)“Ri (3.4) 
and this is well-defined, by Proposition 2.8. Let W be a tubular neighborhood of 
XY in 2 and Iet (z/an) - I? be an extension to W of the boundary operator, 
(a/&z) - K, in (2.1). Let p be a smooth function which is 1 on XC and supported 
in Wand let Q be the operator, p((J/&) - I?), now defined on all of ,?. We will 
think of Q as differential operator on Y which is constant in the time direction. 
By Proposition 2.6 (see (2.10)) there exist first order pseudodifferential operators 
Q1 on S’ such that 
and, similarly, operators Qi such that 
(&)*QR/A = Q&)*R;A z @,4. (3.5) 
Therefore, writing the first term of (3.3) in the form (3.4) and applying Q (with 
B, yet to be determined) we get 
Q:BjA(is’)*Rj t Qi(i,‘)*Rj _ 0. 
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This equation will be satisfied providing we can solve the pseudodifferential 
equation 
and to solve (3.6) it is enough to show that the symbol of each Qi is nonzero on 8. 
We will in fact show that the symbol of Qi is nunzero at all non-gIancing points 
in T*S’ ..-- 0. To see this let x be a point on JX and let (x1 ,... , x,J be a coordinate 
system centered at x such that aaX is locally describable by the equation x, 7:: 0, 
with .r 71 > 0 in X\iK, and such that at x the metric tensor (gJ is just (S,i). Then 
the characteristic variety of the wave equation at (.Y, t) is just the cone 
and the symbol of the operator Q at x is just E, . 
In Fig. 3.2 we have illustrated, in these coordinates, the modes of S’. The 
removal of the preimage of the glancing surface ([, = 0) splits ES gIobalIy into 
four components, identified in pairs under (2.3), defined by the four sets of 
inequalities t 2: 0, [,, 2 0. The convention adopted above, that the bicharac- 
teristics from Cd , the modes of S, belong to Cj , i f  i, fixes the notation as 
indicated with all modes from C’$ lying in Ci ; for the moment we can ignore the 
components and write C; = CJ u Cy. 
FIGURE 3.2 
From (3.5), the symbol of Qi at (7, [r ,,.., f,+r) is 
(-l)“(? - (6,” + -*- + g,))““. 
I f  (T, 0 is non-glancing then 5, # 0 so this symbol is non-zero. This proves 
our assertion. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. The same argument using (2.10) and Proposition 2.6 shows that 
the symbol of Qi at x is of the form 
(-l)i+l(G - ([,” + ... + pi,))‘/” 
so if we solve (3.6) at the symbol level we get 
COROLLARY 3.3. The symbol of the aeroth order pseudod$erential operator, 
B, ) occuYing in (3.3) is 1. 
We will now esamine some properties of (3.3). First define a map 
f: T*(IntX)-O+ T*R 
as follows. For each point (x0, &,) E T*(Int X) - 0, let y(t) be the geodesic in x 
with the initial position and co-direction (x0, &). Suppose y(t) intersects the 
boundary at time tl . Let x, and .$r be the position and co-direction of y at tr . 
Let fI1’ be the reflected co-direction (Fig. 3.3) and let yr(t) be the geodesic in 2 
with x1 and fir as initial position and co-direction. Finally let (x2 , .$z) be the 
position and co-direction of y at time -1, . We define: Y(S* , &) = (x2 , 6s). 
(See Fig. 3.4.) 
FIGURE 3.3 FIGURE 3.4 
We will call Y the reflection map. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Y: T*(Int X) -+ T*W is a canonical transfomnation. More- 
over, for any pseudodiflerentid operator B on S’, the operator (i,)*Ri;B(i,~)“R, is a 
Fourier integral operator associated with the canonical transformation, 7. 
Proof. ri? 0 Ci and r;’ 0 Ci are canonical graphs by Proposition 2.4, and 
(iS,)*Ri and (iS)*Ri are Fourier integral operators associated with these graphs. 
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Therefore, to prove the proposition one only has to prove that the composite 
canonical graph 
is the graph of r. The verification of this we leave to the reader. 
As a corollary we get 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let H be the operator (3.3). Then for every distributional 
function u E C;‘“(U) the restriction of Hu to t = 0 is equal to u + w where v  is a 
distribution with singular support concentrated in ?? - Y. 
F’yoof. (is)*Riu = u (modulo Cm) byP roposition 2.3, and the wave front set 
of (iS)*RjBi(iS,)*KI is concentrated in the image, Y, of the wave front set of U. 
In particular, its singular support lies in the exterior of X. Q.E.13. 
Summarizing Propositions 3.1 through 3.5: 
THEOREM 3.6. If  U C Int X is relatively compact, the operator El: Co={ U) -+ 
cq li) 
E, = 4 i [Ri .(. R;B&)*R,] (3.7) 
i=l 
is a fundamental solution of (2.1) (module smoothing) on the interval 0 < t < T2 _ 
Remark. Since the Cauchy problem (2.1) is well posed with smooth (and 
compatible) initial and boundary data we can, as before, get rid of the smoothing 
terms and arrange for (3.7) to be an exact fundamental solution of (2.1). 
We shall give a brief indication of how to continue this solution. Choose 8 
so that it has Property (T) f  or some 7’ > Tj , and put S’ = 2X x (0, TJ. Now, 
if j > 1, S’ does not satisfy the non-return condition on the propagation modes, 
but clearly (2.11) holds because of the assumed geodesic convexity of 2X. Let RI 
be the fundamental solutions of the Cauchy problem for S’ described in Proposi- 
tion 2.9.” Let Q: be pseudodifferential operators on S’ satisfying (2.12) and let Q: 
be pseudodifferential operators on S’ satisfying (2.12) and let Qi be pseudo- 
differential operators satisfying 
(i,,)*(Id ~ M)_OR; 1. Q;(i,,)*(ld - M) R; . 
Then, choose pseudodifferential operators B: such that 
a A word of caution: the Xi’s are only defined microlocally in the sense of Proposition 2.7. 
This is aIso true of the 0”s and B”s defined below. 
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Then, on the interval 0 Q f < Tj the fundamental solution of (2.1) is 
where Ti = R$:($)*(ld ~ M). Note that the B’s and B”s are all pseudo- 
differential operators of order 0 with Ieading symbol 1. 
The construction above is for Neumann boundary data. With Dirichlet data, 
the construction is somewhat simpler; for in this case Q and all the Q’s are equal 
to 1 and the B’s and R’s are equal to -1. Therefore, in place of (3.8) we get the 
simpler formula 
(3.8') 
We will conclude this section with a geometric lemma which we will need in 
Section 4. We assume that X is geodesically convex so that every geodesic starting 
in X eventually hits the boundary. Let 
rFJs T*(Int -Y) - 0 -+ T*if - 0 (3.9) 
be the following map. Let y(r) be the broken geodesic on X which has x0 and t0 
as its initial position and co-direction and consists entirely of reflected segments. 
(It is clear that y is uniquely determined by these properties.) Let r(tJ be a 
point on y on the interval between the Kth and (k + 1)st reflection. Let ri(l) be 
the geodesic on 2 having position and co-direction at t = 0 equal to the position 
and co-direction of y at t, . Finally let x, and Ez be the position and co-direction 
of y at T - t, . We define: $‘(~a , 5,) = (zZ, 53. We will prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. rskl is a canonical transformation. 
Proof. We have already verified that YP’ is a canonical transformation, 
(Proposition 3.4). Let H be the vector field on T*if - 0 which generates geodesic 
flow. His a Hamiltonian vector field and 
r:) = (exp tH) 0 Y:‘; 
so ~7’ is a canonical transformation. Given (x, 6) E T*(Int X) - 0 choose Tl 
such that Y$X, fl E T*(int X). (It is clear this is always possible.) Then 
Y$?‘(X, 5) = (Y&q 0 Y$(X, 6); so ry (2) is a canonical transformation, It is clear 
now how to proceed. Q.E.D. 
The composition of YE with rpi is not always possibIe; however it is clear that 
if (x, 6) E T*(Int X) - 0 and Y~:)(K, 6) E T*(Int X) - 0 then 
Y$j 0 Y$f(X, 6) = YkQX, 5). (3.10) 
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Let y  be a closed (broken) geodesic on X consisting of k-reflected segments 
and Iet T be its period. Let 7 be the bicharacteristic curve in T*X corresponding 
to y. (Note that 7 has k points of discontinuity corresponding to the K points of 
intersection of y  with the boundary,) The map I?’ maps f  identically onto itself 
and at any point, p = (x’, f), of 7 with the exception of the k boundary points 
we get a map 
(P) (dYr ),: T, a T, . (3.11) 
Since r$’ is homogeneous, (3.11) maps the cone axis at p into itself and it also 
maps the unit tangent vector to p at p into itself, Let I/, be the quotient space 
of T, by this two dimensional space of eigenvectors and let 
be the indiced linear map on S’, WC will call P., the P&care map at p. We note 
that if p and?’ are distinct points of 7 and are not on the boundary then for some 
1 < 12 
P’ .- &y(P) 
for some 0 < TI < T. Therefore by (3.10) 
(k) (2) (2) (r;) ri” 0 Y T ,  -.: YT, 0 YT 
near p. Differentiating this equation at p we see that the Poincare map at p is 
corrjugafe to the Poincud map ai p’. In particular we have 
PROPOSITION 3.8. det(I - P,) is indepmdent of the choice of p. 
In this determinant is non-zero we will say that y  is a non-degenerate reflected 
geodesic. 
4. SYMBOLIC PHOPERTIIX OF CHAZARAIN'S FuNDAMENT.~~~ SOLIJTION 
We can state the main result of Section 3 in a slightly different form: Let U, 
as above, be an open, relatively compact subset of X. Given f cz Corn(X), let 
U(S, t) be the solution of the equation 
&/;lf’ _ Au , u(r, 0) =:: f ,  -g- (x, 0) = 0, 434/i% = Ku on 8X. (4.1) 
Choose 2 as in Section 3 so that it satisfies property (T). Then we have: 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists an operator V(T): CD4(U) - C=(x) with the 
following properfies 
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(a) Givt?~ f  E Corn(U) the solution u(x, T) of (4.1) evaluated at time T is 
the restriction to X of U(T) f. 
(b) V(T) =r Vc)(T) h w ere Vkkr(T) is a Fourier integral operator of order 
zero associated with the canonical transformation I$ . 
Proof. Let S, be the hypersurface 2 x {T} inside the manifold Y = x x R. 
Let Vyl be the operator obtained by applying the restriction map, (is,)*, to the 
operator $R, (and for each R >, 1 Iet Yy) = (i,T)*TI;--IR:B~(~‘Sr)*R1 (see (3.8)). 
This operator is the composition of a Fourier integra1 operator associated with 
the canonical transformation: 
(k - 1) Fourier integral operators associated with the canonical transformation P 
from T*S’ to itself which is the return map (see (2.12)), and a Fourier integral 
operator with the canonical transformation 
We will let the reader check that the canonical transformation one gets by 
composing these k + 1 canonical transformations is precisely rk’l. Q.E.D. 
Our objective in this section is to discuss symbolic properties of the operators 
1;:‘. First Iet us recall some general facts concerning symbols of F.1.0.‘~. Let 
X, and X, be n-dimensional manifolds and @: T*X, - 0 -+ T*X, - 0, a 
homogeneous canonical transformation. If F is an F.I.O. associated with 0 its 
symbol is the product of a half-density on graph @ with a Maslov factor. Since 
graph @s T*X, - 0, we can think of the symbol as an object living on 
T*X, - 0. However on T*X, - 0 we have a canonical half-density, 
1 dx A d[ i1j2, (4.2) 
and every half-density is the product of (4.2) with a function. Therefore we can 
think of the half-density part of the symbol of F as being just a homogeneous 
function on T*X, - 0. The Maslov part of the symbol is more complicated to 
describe and we will for the time being ignore it; (i.e., for the time being suppose 
that the symbol of F is a homogeneous function on T*X, - 0.) 
Given two F.I.O.‘s F,: C,=(X,) + CDcu(XJ and F,: Corn(&) + C,“(X,), 
associated with canonical transformations @1 and @!, one has the following 
formula for the symbol of the composite operator 
4F, 0 Fd = 44) @:@-J (4.3) 
where @fo(FJ is the pulI-back to T*X, of the symbol of F2 . For details we refer 
to H6rmander [6], Section 4.2. 
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Let us now go back to Section 2 and the Fourier integral operator encountered 
in Corollary 2.5. We recall that Y is a manifold, P a pseudodifferential operator 
on Y, S and S’ non-glancing hypersurfaces, Ci a mode of propagation of S and 
Ri: C,,-(S) --f C”(Y) the operator associated with this mode of propagation. 
In Section we proved that the operator (i,p)*R, is an F.I.O. We will now prove 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If the subprinn$al part of P is ZYO, then the ~~wbol of 
(i,,)*Ri is just 1, module Ma&v factors. 
Proof. The Schwartz kernel of the operator Ri belongs to the space 
I-1 /4(Ci , S x I’). Its symbol is obtained by soIving the homogeneous transport 
equation on Ci with initial data cr(R<) ll=,, = 1. Since the subprincipal symbol 
of P is zero a function is a solution of the homogeneous transport equation if and 
only if its is constant along bicharacteristics, so the symbol of Ri must be con- 
stantly equal to 1 on Ci . It is easy to see that this implies that the symbol of 
(is-)*R! is equal to 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If  we ignore fMaslovfactors, the symbol of the operator I’:)(T) 
is equal to 112 fov the “mixed” Il’eumann boundary problem and equal to (- 1 )i/2 
for the Dirichlet problem. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the formulas (3.8) and (3.8)‘. 
Q.E.D. 
We will now compare the operator I r(j) 2’ occurring in the “mixed” Neumann + ( ) 
boundary probIem: 
with the analogous operator fi-!:‘( T), for the pure Neumann boundary problem: 
By Corollary 4.3 these operators have the same leading symbol; so the difference 
is a Fourier integral operator of order - 1. We will obtain a formula for its 
leading symbol, Given (x, 8) E T*(Int X) - 0, let y  be the reflected geodesic 
joining (N, [) to +(x, [). Let x1 ,..., xi be the points of reflection on y  and let 
Bi bc the angle that the incident segment of y  makes with the normal to the 
boundary at xi. (Fig. 4.1) Given (x, [) E T*g - 0 let 1 [ 1 be the Iength of the 
covector 5 in the metric on Tz. We will prove: 
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FIGURE 4.1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Thesymbolof V~‘(T)--~‘(T)at(x,n.T*(Intx)-0~s 
(4.4) 
Proof. The proposition is obvious for j = 0 since V:‘(T) = By)(T), (c.f. 
Proposition 3.1 and the comments following it), Consider next j = 1. By 
Theorem 3.6 we have 
and 
VF’( T) = &.,)*R;B,(is~)*R, 
(4.5) 
Bj_l’( T) = &,)*R;B,(is’)*R1 
where B, and & are zeroth order pseudodifferential operators on S’ with leading 
symbol 1. We must now go back to Section 3 and recall how B, and 8, are 
defined: Let Q and R be respectively a first order differential operator and a 
Cm function on Y = ,? x R which extend the boundary operators ajan and K. 
PutQ=Q-I?.LetQ,,Qi,,: I,2,befi rs or t d er pseudodifferential operators 
on S’ which satisfy 
and (is,)*QRi = Q&)*R, 
and similarly let Qi , Qi , i = 1, 2, be operators on S’ which satisfy 
Since Q - Q = k” we get 
Now we recall that B, satisfies the pseudodifferential equation 
(4.6) 
Q;B, = -321 (4.7) 
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microIocally in the vicinity of non-glancing points, (Equation 3.6); and similarly, 
I?, satisfies the equation 
(4.8) 
Subtracting (4.8) from (4.7) we get 
-+)I - Q,) =: $qB, - 8,) + (0; - p;, ii,. (4.9) 
Let D 7 B, - B, . Since B, and di, are zeroth order pseudo-differential 
operators with the same leading symbol, D is a pseudodifferential operator of 
order - 1; and by (4.9) we get the following formula for its symbol: 
u(Q;)u(n) = -2K. (4.10) 
In the proof of Proposition 3.2 we computed the symbol of Q1 at an arbitrary 
point (x, L, 6, T) of T*S’ - 0. To do this we chose a coordinate system (x1 ,..., x,J 
centered at x such that 8X is the hyperplane N, = 0 and such that at 
x the Riemannian metric in T,” is identical with the usual Euclidean metric 
[;A + *a+ + m2. We showed that in this coordinate system 
where B is as in Figure 4.1. Therefore we get for o(D) the formula 
@) = 2k’4 l 
CoseT’ 
Since the value of 1 [ / is the same at all points along a given bicharacteristic, 
(4.5) and (4.11) give us the asserted formula for V:‘(T) - a:‘(T). 
The proof of the general case is quite similar. By (3.8) we have the formula 
p(js,)*R;B;(Q~)"(~~ - M)R; .** R;B,(is,)*R, 
for Vy’( T) and an analogous formula for the operator v.y’( T). For the difference 
we get a formuIa 
;(i,,)*R;(B; - &(i,+*(Id - M)R; *~a 
+ &,)*R;B;(i,~)*R;(B; - &)(i,.)* a.1 
+ --* (s terms) 
modulo pseudodifferential operators of order < -2. The difference terms are 
computed exactly as above. We omit the details. 
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5. THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS l-3 
We begin by noting that the operators, V:‘(T), have canonical extensions to 
a neighborhood of X in x, at least microlocally in the vicinity of non-glancing 
points. More specifically we have: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let x G 3X and ief f be a non-glancing codiz+ection in T,” - 0. 
Then there exists a conic neighborhood 0, of (x, 5) in T,*+% - 0 and a Fourier 
Fourier integral operator 
@j(T): C”(x) + C”(R) 
such that for every pseudodifferentiaE operator, A: COm(Int X) + C,,m(Int X), 
which is of order -co outside Q n T*(Int X), the operator 
pp’(T)A - l@‘(T)A 
is a smoothing operafor. 
Proof, First we note that the canonical transformation, P$“, is well-defined 
on a sufliciently small conic neighborhood of (x, E) in T*x - 0. To see this, 
we note that r$” can be written as a composition of canonical transformations 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and that each of the factors in (5.1) is well 
defined near (x, 6). Next we note that the operators Ri , R: , Qi, Q; , B, , etc. 
occurring in formula (3.8) can be defined microlocally in a conic neighborhood 
of (x, <) providing 8 is non-glancing. Therefore the construction outlined in 
Section 3, which gives us Vc’(T) on Int X, also gives us a “micro-operator” 
V:‘(T) on 0 which agrees microlocally with V:‘(T) on 0 n T*(Int X). Q.E.D. 
Let us now come back to the tentative formula for the generating function of 
the eigenvames of A’ which we wrote down at the beginning of Section 2. 
c cos (A)% = s 
u(x, x, t) dx (5.2) 
lespecd’ X 
where u(x, y, t) is a fundamental sohrtion of (2.1). The first probIem we face is 
to make sense of the integral on the left hand side. Let us recall how one does 
this in the boundaryless case. Let X, for the moment, be a compact manifold 
without boundary, and let 
I(a, 4) = 1 a(x, t, 0) eid(r.fJ’ d0 (5.3) 
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be an oscillatory distribution on 9 x R in the sense of Hiirmander [6] Section 
1.2. In particular we will assume that Q is a non-degenerate phase function in 
the sense of [q, Proposition 1.2.5, and that a belongs to the symbol space 
Sr,(X x R, RN). For simplicity we will assume a does not depend on t and is 
homogeneous that + is linear in t and &j/at :.# 0 everywhere. By a change of 
coordinates we can then arrange that 
$cx, t, e) = - 1 e i t + +(x, 8). 
Consider now the integral 
s, I@, $) dx = j a(x, 8) ei*(s,t,e) de dx. (5.4) 
To evaluate this integral we introduce polar coordinates (r, o) in o-space and 
rewrite (5.4) in the form 
where x(r) is a function which is zero near 0 and one for large 1. Let us suppose 
that the critical values of 
are ‘rclean” in the sense of [4]; i.e., the set of critical points 
forms a manifold, and the Hessian of I/ in directions normal to CA is non- 
degenerate. Then the generalized Morse lemma ([q, Lemma 3.2.3) tells us that 
at each point, x, of CA we can find a neighborhood U of z in X x ??‘J-1 and 
coordinates z1 ,..., z,, on 1: such that CA C U is defined by the equations z1 == 
. . = ry -~ 0 and I,!J [ U has the form *x - 
Choose now a partition of unity {(U, pu)} on X x SN-l such that, on each U, 
$J has the above canonical form. Then the contribution of the Uth coordinate 
patch to the inner integral in (5.5) is: 
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Evaluating the integral by stationary phase we get for (5.6) an asymptotic 
expansion 
for r > 0, where the ai’s are integrals of pa and its derivatives over CA. Sub- 
stituting this sum for (5.6) in (5.5) we get an expansion of JX1(u, 4) dx in terms 
of the distributions 
or ahernatively in terms of the distributions 
(t + io - x)j, j=-m-IV+$-. 
The argument we have just sketched was used by Chazarain [3] and Duistermaat- 
Guillemin [4] to derive the Poisson summation formula (formula 1.1) in the 
boundaryless case. It depends on the fact that, in the boundaryless case, the 
fundamental solution of the Cauchy problem (2.1) can be expressed as an oscil- 
latory integral of type (5.3) in which the phase function depends linearly on L 
In attempting to adapt this proof to manifolds with boundary we are imme- 
diately confronted with two difficulties. First it is not clear that the fundamental 
so&ion of the Cauchy problem (2.1) can be expressed as an oscillatory integral 
of type (5.3). (In fact, it is quite dear that the fundamental solution involves a 
much more complicated type of oscillatory integral, in general.) Secondly even 
if it were possible to express the fundamental solution as an oscillatory integral 
of type 5.3, the step in the above argument involving stationary phase still has 
to be legitimatized since the integral (5.4) is taken over a manifold with boundary. 
Concerning the first of these problems, suppose T is such that there are no closed 
geodesics on 8X of period T and that the only closed geodesics on X of period T 
are sums of reflections. Suppose also that these geodesics are non-degenerate in 
the sense of Proposition 3.8. Then Andersson and Melrose prove that s Y(X, x, t) 
is equal to 
modulo a C” function of f, for 1 near T, where the 8$‘(x, y, t) are the Schwartz 
kernels of the operators py’(T) introduced in Proposition 5.1. Since the 
pz)(x, y, t) are Fourier integral distributions, the integrals 
s ty(x, x, t) dx X 
are oscillatory integrals of type (5.3); so we have managed to get around the 
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first of our two difficulties. The second of our two difficulties is really not very 
serious at all in view of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.2. Let Z be an n-dimensional manqold with boundary and .l? and 
n-dimensional boundaryless manifold which contains Z as a smooth compact domain. 
Let 4 be a smooth function on 2 zohich has “clean” critical point sets and for each 
critical value, A, of qS let CA be the corresponding critical manifold in 2. Suppose CA 
intersects XZ transvmsally. Let U, be a neighborhood of C, zvith the following 
properties : 
(i) lJ, contains no critical points of 6, except CA . 
(ii) U, n 82 contains no critical points of + [ %Z except CA fT 3X. 
Then for a E C,“‘( U,) one has an asymptotic expansion 
(5.7) 
for Y  > 0 Evhere k is the co&me&on of CA in 2, and the q’s are integrals of a and 
its derivatives over 2 f~ CA . 
Remark. The recipe for computing the 2s from a is exactly the same as in 
the theorem of stationary phase for the boundaryless case. 
Proof. For each point x E C, we can find a coordinate patch, U, and coor- 
dinates (zl ,..., z,) on U such that C,, n U is defined by the equations: q :: 
. . . = zk = 0 and 4 1 h f  zI3 5 aa2 k **a f  xk2. If  U n 2X = 0 then the 
contribution to (5.7) coming from a E C,““(U) is exactly the same as in the 
boundaryless case. If  U n EZ f  0 the transversality assumption permits us to 
choose one of the remaining coordinate functions, say z, , to be the defining 
function for the boundary; i.e., 
Then for a E Com( U) we have 
To get the asymptotic expansion (5.7) we just evaluate the inner integral by 
stationary phase. 
FinaIly suppose z is a point in U, not on CA The only case of interest is when 
z is a boundary point. Because of the transversality assumptions we can find a 
neighborhood U of z and coordinates z1 ,,.., z, on U such that + = x1 and z, 
is the defining function for U n 17.Z. 
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Then if a is supported in U we have 
which is repidly decreasing in P. Q.E.D. 
We now sketch the proofs of Theorems 1-3. We have verified that for t near T 
the integral 
s 
u(x, x, t) dx 
has an asymptotic expansion in terms of the distributions (t & i0 - T)” and that 
the coefficients occuring in this expansion can be computed by means of stationary 
phase. We now make the further observation that the leading coefficient in this 
expansion can be computed using symbolic techniques of the type described by 
HGrmander in [q, Section 3.2. (These techniques were adapted to the case of 
clean intersections in [4], Section 5.) 
Using these techniques Duistermaat and Guillemin showed, in the boundary- 
less case, that the critical manifolds of the phase function $ in the integral (5.5) 
were in l-1 correspondence with the closed geodesics on X and that the leading 
coefficient in the stationary phase expansion about the critical manifold associated 
with the geodesic y was simply the integral over y of the function 
times a Maslov factor. The proof of this, by a symbolic computation, involved 
only one piece of data: the symbols of the underlying Fourier integral operators 
(the VF’(t)‘s in the notation above). The integrals 
s 
@(x, x, t) dx 
X 
(5.8) 
can be computed in exactly the same way. To obtain the leading term in the 
asymptotic expansion of (5.8) around T - t all we need to know are the symbols 
of the operators, V:‘(t). These were computed in Section 4. For the Neumann 
problem they are the same as the symbols of the V:‘(l); so the symbolic com- 
putation we have just described gives us the same answer as that obtained by 
Duistermaat-Guillemin in [4], Section 6, namely the formula (1.1). In the 
Dirichlet case the symbol of V:“(t) is the same as the symbol of I’:‘)(t) up to the 
factor, (-1)“; so one gets (1.4) instead of (1.3). Finally, as regards Theorem 3, 
the symbol of VP’(t) - pF’(t) is th e same as the symbol of Vy)(t) except for the 
factor (4.4). Now the symbolic evaluation of the leading term in 
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at t :-’ T according to the procedure described in Section 5 of [4], involves the 
integration of symbolic quantities over closed geodesics y  of period T = T, . 
Since 14.4) is constant on such geodesics, the leading coefficient is as before 
except for the factor (1.5). 
So, to complete the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 it remains only to verify that 
the Maslov factors in (1.3), (1.4) are simply the Maslov indices corresponding 
to the closed reflected gcodcsic, by which we mean that the formula (6.16) of [4] 
holds, Indeed, we can carry over the discussion of [4], pp. 66-70, provided 
we show that nw extra Maslov factors are picked up, on reflection, by a positive 
density transported along the closed, broken geodesics. Thus, along the geodesic, 
let 0 t, -3 t, < t, < *.. & tJ-r < t, 22 T be a sequence of times, with 
tj :: tj~,.r only if there is a reflection at this point, with a choice of coordinate 
system, around the corresponding points P(tj); k is of course constant on each 
smooth segment and increases by one at each reflection. Following the notation 
of [4] we assume that each coordinate system is chosen so that rciG) is defined 
1ocalIy by a generating function xj , so the integral for the trace above has phase 
function 
where the y’s are coordinates near the initial point. We only riced to show that 
the terms in [4, (6.14)] coming from reflection all vanish, i.e., that 
if Ij = t?.,, . NOW, xj is a solution of the characteristic equation for the wave 
operator which takes the form 
(5.10) 
where 4 is a square root of the symbol of the Laplacian, moreover the same 
square root all along the broken bicharacteristic. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that the boundary is given in these coordinates by 
We can solve (5.10) for dzlx 
d,,m + 4% d,w) + A-(X, dtw d, , xi> = 0, (5.1 1) 
where h is linear in &x and g is smooth. Since the characteristic equation 
is quadratic in d$ the solution of 
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also satisfies (5.10). Clearly x$+1 is the solution of (5.12) with xi+l = xi on 
x, = f(x’). From this it folIows easily that sgn dm$j = sgn d,,,$j+I as stated. 
Thus, we obtain [4, (6.14)J as a formula for the Maslov index with 6 the curve 
of Lagrange spaces obtained by joining the curves [&‘k)(t)]-I( V) at the points of 
reflection. 
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